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	What do you need when you are coding in C#? If your answer is easily understood recipes for code that does something, then this is the book for you! You probably already have a handle on the basics of .NET programming and are in need of some shortcuts to make your job easier. How about 350 code recipes! The Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Developer's Cookbook provides a practical reference for various programming tasks. Each chapter consists of a brief description of the topic at hand and then gives you the goods - recipes that explain a brief description of the task, the technique and comments about the technique chosen by C# experts, Mark Schmidt and Simon Robinson.


	When Visual C# .NET first arrived on the scene, developers everywhere were hit with a vast wave of documentation and tutorials from magazine articles, books, and Web sites. The obligatory "Hello World" programs were popping up left and right as developers began their path to understanding this new language created by Microsoft. Those days of learning this exciting new technology are now gone for some developers, and they now need more in-depth material—material that corresponds to the tasks you need to accomplish while developing your application. Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Developer's Cookbook will help you make that transition from learning to doing.


	Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Developer's Cookbook is divided into parts corresponding to the technology within Visual C# .NET. These parts each contain several different recipes to help you understand a single task without having to read several pages of introductory material. Each recipe is carefully constructed to first show you how to accomplish a task using a certain technique and then to follow with comments that provide a closer inspection of the solution.
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Artificial Intelligence in Education (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2005
The 12th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED-2005) is being held July 18–22, 2005, in Amsterdam, the beautiful Dutch city near the sea. AIED-2005 is the latest in an on-going series of biennial conferences in AIED dating back to the mid-1980’s when the field emerged from a synthesis of artificial...
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Edinburgh Lectures on Mental ScienceKessinger Publishing, 1942
1909. The purpose of this book is to indicate the Natural Principles governing the relation between mental action and material conditions, and thus to afford the student an intelligible starting point for the practical study of the subject.  Contents: Spirit and Matter; Higher Mode of Intelligence; Unity of Spirit; Subjective and Objective Mind;...
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Ancient CivilizationsRoutledge, 2021

	
		Ancient Civilizations offers a comprehensive and straightforward account of the world’s first civilizations and how they were discovered, drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory work, highly specialized scientific investigations, and both historical and...
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MPLS VPN SecurityCisco Press, 2005
A practical guide to hardening MPLS networks Define "zones of trust" for your  MPLS VPN environment Understand fundamental security principles and how MPLS  VPNs work Build an MPLS VPN threat model that defines attack points, such as VPN  separation, VPN spoofing, DoS against the network's backbone, misconfigurations,  sniffing, and...
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An Introduction to Support Vector Machines and Other Kernel-based Learning MethodsCambridge University Press, 2000

	This is the first comprehensive introduction to Support Vector Machines (SVMs), a new generation learning system based on recent advances in statistical learning theory. SVMs deliver state-of-the-art performance in real-world applications such as text categorisation, hand-written character recognition, image classification, biosequences...
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UNIX(R) System Security: A Guide for Users and System AdministratorsAddison Wesley, 1992

	Many of the same features that have attracted the corporate and government world to UNIX have made security very difficult to control. This book examines several high-profile security break-ins, and then provides the information necessary to protect a UNIX system from unauthorized access. Covers all the most recent releases of UNIX.
...
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